RMS Guidelines defines the processes and conventions to manage both records and documents for the ASCI Verification and Validation Program at Sandia National Laboratories, employing the ASCI V&V RMS application.
List of Tables
. Meet corporate records management requirements RMS combines a web-based application, a corporate-maintained file repository (Web Fileshare), and records management processes to form a powerful resource for managing ASCI V&V records and documents. RMS can be thought of as a Release To application, where records/documents are released to RMS for publication and distribution purposes.
The current RMS application addresses only unclassified information. Records/documents are described with metadata, enabling search and retrieval activities as well as records management processes. Currently RMS has limited capabilities for traceability and relationships amongst records/documents.
Purpose of RMS Guidelines
RMS Guidelines defines the processes and conventions to manage both records and documents for the ASCI Verification and Validation Program at Sandia National Laboratories, employing the ASCI V&V RMS application. It is the definitive source for all information regarding the creation, submittal, use, maintenance, and disposition of records and documents. This document is updated on an as-needed basis to reflect changes in RMS processes and conventions.
RMS Guidelines does not address specific RMS software functions, the corporate web server or network (such as Sandia Restricted Network-SRN) issues, or Web Fileshare functionality. Neither does it address future planned capabilities, such as classified information and traceability amongst records/documents.
The primary audience for this document is RMS librarians.
Maintenance of RMS Guidelines
This document is managed using a corporate-maintained configuration management tool, Version Manager (VM) . The RMS librarian has authorized access to VM. RMS Guidelines is maintained in the VM directory VMProj\PEAFUSWMS\Docs\ with RMS Guidelines.doc as the file name.
Revisions of this document are periodically released to the RMS from VM.
The RMS librarian is responsible for the content, maintenance, and publication of RMS Guidelines.
Points of Contact
The main point of contact for RMS is Chris Northrop-Salazar, RMS librarian. 
Roles and Responsibilities
Trains RMS submitters and users Notifies submitter after a recordldocument has been successfully checked in to RMS Manages the asciims email entity account Provides complete, accurate, and timely information to the RMS librarian for the submission of records/documents Follows document creation recommendations Roles and responsibilities are documented throughout this document, organized by topic. Table 2 below summarizes this information by role.
ASCI V&V management and RMS The RMS collaborative directory is the approved location to temporarily store submitted records/documents to RMS. The RMS librarian reviews the submittals for consistency, completeness, and accuracy; and then the RMS librarian checks in the submitted record/document to RMS, once all RMS process requirements are met. The RMS collaborative directory is located on the SRN at My Network PlacesWntire NetworkWicrosoft Windows Network\CsuSSO\CsuSSOfs\ASCIRMS.
Librarian
The RMS Librarian Submittal Form is also located on the SRN and is accessible at https://rmsprod.sandia.~ov/html/RMSLibra~anEnt~.html. -This is the web-based form that is used only by the RMS librarian to check in records/documents via the WFS batch-loading capability.
When performing RMS records management activities, the RMS librarian uses the ascirms entity account instead of the librarian's personal account. By using this entity account, it is possible for more than one librarian to process records/documents in WFS. Currently the RMS librarian and the RMS technical lead have responsibility for safekeeping the entity account password, allowing only librarians and RMS technical staff access to the password. RMS uses the corporate Web Fileshare application as the record/document repository. WFS is also located on Sandia's SRN and is accessible at https://wfsprodO1 .sandia.gov/. -The definitions of the topic and attribute searches are contained in RMSTopicSearchDefinitions.xls in VM: PEARLSRMSDocs.
RMS users can communicate with the RMS librarian(s) via the ascirms email entity account. The email address is ascirms@sandia.gov, which is accessible through any mail tool or through the Contact Librarian button on the RMS Home Page. 
Information to be Managed by RMS

RMS and Configuration Management
RMS can be thought of as a Release To tool. Records checked in to RMS shall be managed according to records management conventions as noted in this document, which follows Sandia' s Recorded Information Management requirements. In addition, non-records (or documents) are managed in RMS for the purpose of sharing and distributing information.
Version control, on the other hand, helps the author manage changes to the files during creation or modification, ensuring that the files are backed up and history is preserved. Versions or iterations of these files can be controlled by any of the following:
. Version control tool
Configuration management tool
. Desktop computer storage Records/documents are released to RMS from the configuration management tool when the information is ready to share with others or to be published, either in Draft or Final Status. An author may create many iterations of the recorddocument in the configuration management tool before publishing or releasing it to RMS.
RMS Records and Documents
RMS manages both records and documents. All documented material initially submitted to RMS are documents; however, some will be elevated to Record status when processed by the RMS librarian. To distinguish between the two, the RMS librarian shall assign the appropriate keyword for each recorddocument checked in to RMS: Document Type = Record (DT=R) or Document Type = Document (DT=D). The distinction between records and documents is crucial for disposition and deletion processes.
According to Sandia's Records Information Management (RIM), ". . .records document the results of Sandia's research projects and facilitate the administrative processes that allow the company to function. Documents or "non-record material are those items that have no evidentiary or documentary value and may be disposed of when no longer useful.. ."
The RMS librarian shall work with the submitter to determine the proper designation, and the RMS librarian shall make the final determination.
'
Examples of Document Type = Document include empty templates or forms, as well as drafts. Of course when any or all of the document types are used for other work, such as assessment training, then the Document Type will change from Document (DT=D) to Record (DT=R).
When the Document Type changes from Document to Record, the reason for the change shall be documented in the DescriptiodComments field. If the Status of a document changes, the RMS librarian shall modify the metadata in RMS to reflect that change.
Draft vs. Final Status for Records and Documents
Electronic vs. Paper
RMS is an electronic records and document management system; therefore, submittal of the records/documents in electronic form is the preferred method. However, there are occasions when it is not feasible to submit and maintain records/documents in electronic format. When an RMS record is maintained in paper format, its physical location shall be documented in the URLLocation field in RMS.
All paper records/documents are candidates for conversion to electronic media. The main consideration is a loss or compromise of the recordldocument's meaning or content during the conversion. If any meaning or content is lost, then the record/document shall not be converted to electronic media. If meaning is not lost, then the record/document shall be converted to electronic media. Examples of records/documents that shall remain in paper format include:
. . Complex color publication Embossed seal that won't reproduce The RMS librarian is responsible for analyzing each recordldocument and, if appropriate, converting it to electronic media.
For records management retention purposes, two pieces of information are needed for each record. For paper-based records, the two parts of the record are the paper file and its associated metadata. For electronic-based records, the two pieces of needed information are the electronic alternate file (usually the PDF version) and its associated metadata. This is shown in the Table 3 below. 
Access Controls
Access controls are employed during submittal, check in, checkout, maintenance, and retrieval of RMS records/documents. In addition to the access restriction applied to SRN (Sandia Restricted Network) applications, the access controls inherent in the corporate maintained MetaGroup Utility and Web Fileshare capabilities are also used for controlling access in RMS.
Access Control Rules
. V&V records/documents and their associated metadata are viewable only by individuals belonging to the recorddocument's assigned access control group(s), as shown in Table 4 ) An individual's membership to ASCI V&V RMS MetaGroups is based on need to know Peer-review generated records/documents are typically assigned to the asci-rms-m MetaGroup .
. 
Access Control Administration
The V&V manager defines access control groups and is accountable for access control of the records/documents in RMS. The RMS librarian administers the ASCI V&V RMS access control groups (MetaGroups) for the ASCI V&V manager. The V&V manager has designated the RMS librarian as the MetaGroup Utility owner for each of the access control groups. The V&V manager is the alternate.
SNL's MetaGroup Utility dictates defined roles and privileges ( The RMS librarian and the V&V manager will periodically review the access control groups and their memberships in order to ensure that the existence of each group is necessary and that group membership consists of only those individuals with need to know. The MetaGroup Utility policy at this publication date states that a review shall be completed at least every six months. The review date and reviewer is documented within the utility. MetaGroup owner(s) and delegate(s) will be notified by email if this is not done within the required timeframe.
New access control groups can be created, and existing group membership can be modified or members deleted upon request by management and staff. The ASCI V&V manager and the data owner are responsible and accountable for access control group definition and group membership. The RMS Librarian administers the access control groups, using the corporate MetaGroup Utility application. Table 5 provides a summary of roles and responsibilities of the access control group membership process. Access control requests shall be documented. 
Privileges
Can activate and inactivate a metagroup.
Can delete a metagroup.
Can modify a metagroup description.
Can add or remove Delegates to a nietagroup.
Can reassign group ownership of a metagroup to another person.
Has all privileges of a Non-Delegate and Non-Owner, as well as all privileges of a Delegate (see below).
Has all privileges of a Non-Delegate/ Non-Owner (see below).
Can add or remove individual members.
Can add, edit, or remove subgroups.
Can mark the group as having been officially reviewed.
View the expanded list of group members.
Email the group owner and delegates.
Return to the list of known metagroups.
Access control requests usually take 24 hours to complete. Yet, turnaround time is dependent upon several factors, such as the complexity of the request, MetaGroup Utility functionality, and management availability.
Quality Control
Upon request by the RMS librarian, the WFS staff generates reports used for quality control. This report contains RMS record/document descriptive information in spreadsheet format and is used by the RMS librarian to review and compare recorddocument metadata for consistency and accuracy.
RMS Processes
Set Up Process
After a new RMS user has contacted the RMS librarian to begin submitting records and documents to RMS, the RMS librarian shall do the following: 
Modify the wg-asci-rms-c
Submittal Process
A new or modified recorddocument shall be submitted it is ready to be shared with others or published.
D RMS k r the author or originator when
To manage records/documents in RMS, the author, originator, or owner shall submit the file or paper document along with descriptive information to the RMS librarian. There are two methods available to accomplish this.
Method A: Contact the Librarian
. The RMS librarian can work directly with the RMS submitter to manage records/documents.
Method B: Complete User Submittal Form
If electronic, the file is copied or moved into the submitter's subdirectory in the collaborative directory If paper, the file is physically transferred to the RMS librarian Descriptive information about the electronic file or the paper document is entered in the RMS User Submittal Form, accessible from the RMS Home Page, and is submitted to the RMS librarian
The submitter contacts the RMS librarian via the ascirms email account with the information that a submittal has been made . .
. . When describing a recorddocument to be managed in RMS, the submitter shall consider information contained in the file name, directory, and subdirectory names in order to accurately and completely describe the recorddocument.
Example: GOMAW1ansWeerReview.doc If there are numerous records/documents to be submitted to RMS, the priorities for submission are:
1. Project management, peer review, and software quality records/documents 2. Most recently created records/documents 3. Previous fiscal year records/documents by most recent first or most often used
Check-in Process
Upon receipt of a submitted recorddocument, the RMS librarian shall:
1. View the submitted file or the paper document 2. Retrieve the file's corresponding completed User Submittal Form 3. Conduct a search to see if that recorddocument already exists in RMS. fit does, the RMS librarian shall determine if it is a duplicate recorddocument or another version of a checked-in recorddocument. One of the following actions shall be taken by the RMS librarian:
If the recorddocument is a duplicate, the recorddocument will be discarded and the original record/document left in place
If the recorddocument is a later version, the record/document will be checked out and a new version checked in
If the recorddocument is an earlier version, another record shall be created with a reference to the later version in the Title 4. When a duplicate record is submitted that contains both the native file and a pdf file and the original version contains only a pdf version, a new revision of the recorddocument shall be checked in to RMS that contains both the native and the pdf versions. A duplicate recorddocument is determined by the RMS librarian performing a side-by side comparison of the like-format files (PDF-to-PDF, native-tonative) 
Record/Docurnerzt Modification and Check Out Process
Multiple versions of a recorcUdocument can be checked in to RMS. Only the RMS librarian can check in and check out records/documents to ensure quality and consistency. When a new version of a recorddocument needs to be created, a copy of the checked-in recorddocument shall not be downloaded for revision to be later checked in by the RMS librarian, avoiding the situation where more than one person makes parallel modifications to multiple copies of a single recorddocument.
To revise a recorddocument, the requesting modifier shall do the following: 
Disposition and Deletion Processes
RMS records are retained according to considerations of corporate, programmatic, and individual requirements; however, RMS has not defined disposition processes and standards at this time.
Corporate disposition requirements are designed to meet federal requirements; and RMS disposition plans, when documented, will comply as appropriate.
Example: RMS records will need to be retained a commensurate amount of time for the product those records are supporting, such as a weapon system.
It is possible to delete RMS documents, per data owner or management request to the RMS librarian. However, official records cannot be deleted. The RMS librarian uses the WFS interface to complete deletions for documents.
A file plan was provided by RIM (Recorded Information Management) during the summer of 2001, outlining V&V records and defining a single records series for all V&V records-RD-130-208-000.
Search and Retrieval
Searching and Retrieving in RMS
There are three basic ways to search for records/document using the RMS application.
Topic Search. This is a set of subject-related queries, organized into a hierarchical structure. The further you drill down in the hierarcy, the narrower your search becomes. It is possible to retrieve a particular record/document from any number of routes through the hierarchical structure Attribute Search. Search by title, author, document category, year, and/or full-text search Refined Topic Search. After completing a query from the topic search, you can further refine that search by selecting any combination of attributes in the Attribute Search screen fl Since RMS is a customized application, including search and retrieval capabilities, it is advantageous for the RMS user to use the RMS interface instead of WFS for searching and .
retrieving. RMS uses a sophisticated set of keywords to support a wide variety of subjects and the topic search capability, and RMS users won't be familiar with these keywords. Thus, the searches using WFS may not return the expected results. In addition, RMS automatically restricts the search to include only ASCI V&V records/documents.
When a person downloads a copy of a recorddocument from RMS, providing access has been granted, and modifies the copy; the original recorddocument will not be affected. This technique may be used for templates and forms, for example.
Full-Text Searches
RMS provides the capability of performing full-text searches on some records/documents, employing the Verity search engine in WFS. However, these full-text searches are limited to records/documents formatted in WFS standard file formats. Full-text searches do not search metadata, previous recorddocument versions, or any recorddocument saved in non-standard WFS file format.
Viewing Records/Docurnents and Associated Metadata
The results of all RMS retrievals will be displayed via the WFS interface.
Record/Document Creation Recommendations
~~
So that RMS records/documents contain essential identification and descriptive information to enable searching, retrieval, and records management activities, the RMS librarian has defined the following set of recommendations for authors creating or modifying records/documents:
The following information should be documented on the title page of a recorddocument, with the realization that some items listed below do not apply to all records/documents:
. The RMS librarian will not change file name, unless necessary
To avoid unforeseen file conversion difficulties, the file name shall not . . .
nclude spaces
The RMS user should be aware of the complications that result from the use of an application's automatic features. These automatic features include current date, current file name, tracking changes, hidden fields, access restrictions, and macros.
Example: An MS Word file is checked into RMS as the native file, which uses the current date automatic feature. During check in, a PDF file is automatically created as the Alternate File. The issue is that the native file does not contain the actual publication date, but instead may display the date that the file was last revised or printed, and consequently information about the recorddocument is lost. The Alternate File will display the date the file conversion took place; and since the PDF file is the record copy, it will contain a misleading date andor inaccurate publish date.
Example: Tracking changes may or may not be preserved during RMS check in. The preferred method is to check in the recorddocument with the edits incorporated into the electronic file. However, the checked in version may display the tracked changes.
The RMS user needs to carefully consider the ramifications of using auto features prior to submitting files to RMS. It is recommended to turn off or not use automatic features for records/documents to be submitted to RMS. If any of these automatic features are applied in the electronic file, the RMS librarian will address them with the submitter prior to RMS check in to finalize decisions.
WFS Field Content Rules
The following rules apply to all records/documents managed in RMS. The main purpose of these rules is to incorporate consistency and accuracy into a record/document's descriptive information, which in turn affects the quality of records management processes, as well as search and retrieval activities. While these rules apply to both submitters and RMS librarians, it is the responsibility of the RMS librarian to ensure that these rules are followed.
It is the responsibility of the RMS librarian to maintain the metadata for records/documents managed in RMS. The RMS librarian shall update metadata when necessary, including the following events:
RMS processes are refined New information is available
A data entry error is discovered
New RMS or program requirements are defined
An error or an omission is found in the metadata during the check-out process Additional keywords are defined or existing keywords are modified
The RMS librarian can make manual changes, record by record, or may employ the assistance of the WFS team and request mass updates of metadata for records/documents checked in to RMS.
The following subsections are the WFS user field prompt names; they have been alphabetized for ease in reference.
Access Control Groups
At least one RMS access control group must be assigned for each V&V record/document, selected from the approved list of access control groups defined for ASCI V&V information (see Section 13 for more details).
A uthor(s)
All of the authors shown on the record/document shall be entered in the Author field in the same order as shown on the document.
The author's full name shall be entered to ensure consistency, and nicknames or shortened names are to be avoided. Author names shall be verified against the web-based Sandia Phone Directory or the WFS Author lookup list to assure consistency and completeness. The Sandia Phone Directory is the preferred resource, as it displays the author's full name.
Example: Trucano, Timothy G .
If an author's name is not included in one of the above-mentioned resources, then the author's name shall be entered as shown on the document, following the Sandia Phone Directory format, in order to document the name as completely as possible.
Example: Davis, William-Amos
If there are multiple listings of the same name, the RMS librarian shall contact the submitter for clarification.
When an author's name has changed since the date on the document, the author's name shown on the document shall be entered, followed by the author's current name in brackets.
Example: Lopez, Amalia R. [Black, A m a h R.]
If no author is shown on the recorddocument or is not known by the RMS librarian, "Not specified" is entered into the author field.
Example: Not specified
If the RMS librarian learns of authorship after the recorddocument has been checked in to RMS, the author's name shall be entered in standard format, as noted above, followed by the text [Not specified]. This is done in order to authenticate the record and to preserve authorship information for disposition and need-to-know purposes.
Example: Froehlich, Gary K. [Not specified]
DescriptionK'om merzts
The following statements or information shall be entered into the DescriptiodComments field, when applicable, preferably in the sequence listed below. The DescriptiodCornment field's maximum length is approximately 256 characters, and all subsequent text will be automatically truncated. Periods are used between parts of the DescriptiodComments field to document complete statements, with the exception of the abstract text.
1. Processing of this submittal has been placed on hold.
2. This revision contains both native and pdf formats. (Note: When a duplicate recorddocument version is submitted with a file type not received during the intital submittal, then a new revision of the recordldocument is checked in to RMS that contains both the native and pdf versions and the original revision contains only the pdf version) 3. Additional descriptive text from or in reference to the recorddocument (Examples include the following:)
Attachments referenced at the end of this recorddocument were not included when received from the submitter.
Lessons learned are included.
Electronic file with no signature.
There is a companion document = WFS######. Date on document and header date do not reflect publish date.
Header date does not reflect publish date.
Header dates and document date do not reflect publish date.
Footer date does not reflect publish date.
Header file name does not reflect submitted file name.
Folder
For records/documents in the ASCI V&V Program, "VandV" shall always be entered in this field. This meets a requirement from the ASCI Program Office, necessitated by a previous web application that was created to manage ASCI Program Office records/documents. If other programs employ RMS in the future, then other folder text will be defined and entered.
In formation Content
The RMS system is not employing this field for submittal, search, and retrieval functions; however, "Document" is the default text to be entered in this field. WFS controls the selections to be entered in this field, and RMS will conform to this list of selections. 
In formation Sensitivity
Keywords
The three keywords, ASCI, SEPR, VandV, must always be entered first in this field, in the stated sequence. This meets a requirement from the ASCI Program Office, necessitated by a previous web application that was created to manage ASCI Program Office records/documents.
All other approved keywords are formatted as subject-value pairs (Subject=Value). Detailed information is available in the following tables:
.
9
. Keywords shall be entered a consistent sequence to enable easier proofreading and modification of keywords. Keywords shall be separated by semi-colons. The Document Status (DT=D or DT=R) keyword shall be located at the end. However, if WFS does a keyword batch addition, that keyword is always appended to the end of the keyword string, and thus the Document Status keyword will be located near the end of the keyword string.
All applicable keywords shall be assigned to each recorddocument, following this decision progression:
1. Is there a documented keyword pattern? If so, enter the keywords as shown in Table  14 2. The more comprehensive the subject of a recorddocument, the more keywords will be assigned. Conversely, if the document has a narrow scope, fewer keywords will be assigned.
There are broad-and narrow-definition keywords. If a narrow-definition keyword is assigned, then the corresponding broader-definition keyword must also be assigned. However, if a broaddefinition keyword is assigned, then assigning the narrow-definition keyword(s) is optional.
Example: If the recorddocument refers to V&V work (GN=VV), it is possible that either or both SBGN=VER and SBGN=VAL will also be assigned.
Example: If SBGN=VER is assigned, then GN=VV must also be assigned.
If a record contains information that is both administrative and technical, the document will be considered technical in nature (GN=TECH).
Metadata Only Records
For those RMS records/documents that have an accompanying electronic file checked in to RMS, "NO' shall be entered for the Metadata Only field.
For the instances shown below when an electronic file is not checked in, "YES" is the choice.
. Paper records . An electronic document is maintained outside of RMS and a pointer to this electronic file is maintained in the URLLocation field in RMS Metadata Viewable by all Sandiuns?
As both the checked-in file and the metadata are access controlled, "NO' shall always to be entered into this field.
Nuclear Weapons Design Information
The RMS system does not manage records/documents for weapons design information. Therefore, "NO' shall always be entered in this field. If more than one originating organization is entered, the individual organization names shall be separated with semi-colons.
Originating Org(s)
If the recorddocument is an ASCI V&V Tri-Lab publication, all three agencies-SNL, LANL, and LLNL--shall be entered into this field. If the recorddocument contains the Tri-Lab logo, it does not necessarily mean that the document is Tri-Lab in origin; therefore, the three agency names would not necessarily be entered.
Program/Fu nction
For all ASCI V&V RMS records/documents, "SEPR' shall always be entered in the WFS ProgramFunction field.
Project/A ctivity/Process
For all ASCI V&V RMS records/documents, "ASCl" shall always be entered in the WFS Project/Activity/Process field.
Release Date
RMS uses this field to document the date that the recorddocument is checked in to WFS, entered in the format mmlddyyyy. Publication and file dates are entered in the Title field.
Report ID
If the recorddocument has been assigned any report identification numbers (IDS), they are to be entered in this field. Semi-colons separate individual IDS. If one of the document numbers is a SAND number, it should be entered first.
Example: SAND2000-1656C; AIAA 2000-2549
Unique identification numbers may be assigned to the following: reports, documents, publications, or conference presentations.
Strategic Objective
For all ASCI V&V records/documents, "Nuclear Weapons SBU" shall always be entered in the WFS Strategic Objective field.
Title
The general format for the title field is shown below: The title text shall be entered first so that retrieved records/documents are displayed in alphabetical order, with supplemental information following the title text. The title shall be entered exactly as printed on the recorddocument, including punctuation. No additional punctuation or end-of-line returns shall be entered. Titles shall be entered using initial capitals, for consistency and ease of reading. Acronyms are exceptions to this requirement.
The only authorized keywords that may be entered in the title are Draft, Template, and Correspondence. The authorized keywords are entered at the beginning of the supplemental section if it is not already stated in document's title. For finalized documents, [Final] is not added to the title, unless already included in recorddocument's title. Templates are final if ready to be released for customer use.
Example: If the recorddocument is a template (DC=TMPLTFRM), then enter [Template] .
Example: Draft and rough draft documents shall always be identified in the RMS title as [Draft] following the version number.
If the record/document does not have a title, the following text shall be entered in brackets in lieu of the Title As Shown on Document. This is the only exception to the requirement that the title text is entered first in the title field.
Example: Include a Descriptive Title [Title not specified] .
SAND report numbers shall be entered in the title field after the title text, as shown on the document:
' SANDY-#### (Printed prior to 2000, where yy = last two digits of the calendar year and ##### = the assigned control number) (Printed in 2000 and after, where yyyy = the calendar year and #### = the assigned control number)
SANDm-####
If the record/document has other document identifiers or numbers, they shall be entered after the SAND report number, or the title text if there is no SAND report number, with each identifier or number preceded by a comma and a space. If a version or revision number is shown on the document, that information shall be entered in the title field. Version is the only term to be used for software records/documents. The version number shall be surrounded by square brackets, following the title, any report numbers, and a space.
Example: GOMA V&V Plan [Version 2.41 If supplemental title information is available that may aid the user in searching or understanding the content, but is not officially part of the title, that information shall be entered after the title, any report numbers, and the version information, in brackets. If more than one piece of supplemental information is added to the title, semi-colons shall separate the pieces.
Example: V&V of Software Used for Modeling and Simulation [SEM Annual
Conference on Experimental Mechanics, 06/04-05/200 11
One or more dates shall be entered in the title field surrounded by square brackets, following the title and any report numbers, version numbers, and authorized keywords. The kind of date shall be documented, followed by the actual date. The date shall always be displayed as mm/dd/yyyy, with the exception of SAND Report dates, which are displayed as Doc Piint Date mm/yyyy.
If the automatic date feature has been applied to an electronic recorddocument, then [Doc Date not specified] shall be entered. The rationale for this decision is that when the automatic date feature is applied, the primary or native file will continue to display the current date, which is not the legitimate document date. In addition, the alternate or PDF file (the record copy) will display the static date of conversion from the native to the PDF file. If the automatic date feature is used, then it needs to be documented in the DescriptiodComments field (refer to DescriptiodComments subsection).
When a document date is not specified, the file date shall be entered. When a document date is not specified for a conference paper or presentation, but the conference date is identified, the document date shall be the first day of the conference.
If an email correspondence has been distributed to multiple parties via forwarding (FW in Outlook) , the original email title and author(s) shall be entered in RMS. If the email is a thread of messages, then descriptive information about the most recent message shall be recorded.
If the recorddocument is attached to another recorddocument or has attachments, a reference shall be added to the end of the title field:
[ w/Att ac hmen t WFS######]
(recorddocument has attachment(s)) (record/document is an attachment of another document)
[Attached to WFS######]
If the recorddocument is superseding or has been superseded by another recorddocument, a reference shall be added to the end of the title field:
. .
[ 
URWLocatioa
When it is necessary to maintain the record/document in paper format, a notation shall be included in this field.
Example: This is a paper document. Location: 88OB34C Custodian: RMS Librarian RMS documents and reference information may either be maintained in RMS or in non-RMS repositories. In the latter case, the pointer or link to the document located in the non-RMS repository is entered in the URLLocation field. The URLLocation field is also used to record a document's physical location. The submitter shall work jointly with the RMS librarian to appropriately identify the location of a document in a non-RMS repository. Ultimately, it is the submitter's responsibility to keep the RMS librarian apprised of the current location of the documentheference. [andatory. 1 or more.
Iandatory. Only 1.
)ptional. 0, 1, or more. 
Code/Project Keyword Successors/Predecessors
New ASCI codes are continuously being created, with some new codes having predecessors. If at least one CodeProject keyword (CD=xxxx) is assigned to a recorddocument, then General Area = CodeProject (GN=CODE) must also be assigned.
If at least one Code Intended Use keyword (USE=xxxx) is assigned to a recorddocument, then General Area = Code Intended Use (GN=USE) must also be assigned.
If at least one Weapon keyword (WS=xxxx) is assigned to a record/docunient, then General Area = Weapon (GN=WPN) must also be assigned.
If a Sub Document keyword (SBDC) is assigned to a recorddocument, then it's corresponding Document Category (DC) keyword must also be assigned.
If a recorddocument is determined to be a Plan (DC=PLN), RequirernentProcessProcedure (DC=RQMT), andor a GuidelManual (DC=GDMNL), then the General Area = Guidance (GN=GNDC) must also be assigned.
Keyword Relationships
Some of the keywords in RMS have relationships with other keywords. If a recorddocument's keywords include a code, such as ALEGRA, then the RMS librarian shall also enter the related Code Intended Use keywords.
Keyword Assignment Dependency Rules
Many of these dependency rules are programmed into RMS to ensure consistent application of the rules. as documented in Table 8 . If a PRl keyword is assigned to a record/document, then Sub General Area = Peer Review I (SBGN=PRVWl) must also be assigned.
If a PR2 keyword is assigned to a record/document, then Sub General Area = Peer Review I1 (SBGN=PRVW2) must also be assigned.
If a PR3 keyword is assigned to a record/document, then Sub General Area = Peer Review 111 (SBGN=PRVW3) must also be assigned.
Each recorddocunient must be designated as either GN=ADMIN or GN=TECH.
If a record/document is determined to be administrative in nature, then at least one of the administrative Document Category (DC) keywords is assigned.
If a recorddocument is determined to be technical in nature, then at least one of the technical Document Category (DC) keywords is assigned If a recorddocument is described as General Area = Peer Review (GN=PRVW), then it must also be described as General Area = Assessment (GN=ASSMT). 
Keyword Definitioras
To ensure consistency in how keywords are applied to records/documents, Tables 9 -13 document keyword definitions and rules. Example documents/records are also listed. The information content determines applicable keywords. 
Comments
Keyword Patterns
